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Name Herb Boge
As New Editor
Oi Lawrentian

Choose M em bers
For New Student
Executive Body

Fretz and Williams
Are Elected as New
Co-Managing Editors

Executive Committee
Chooses Members of
Sub-Committees Today
The
new executive committco
chosen by the sororities, fraterni
ties. conservatory students and in 
dependents will meet today at 4 p.
in. in Room 11 of Main hall.
The personnel of the new com
mittee includes Grace Dammon, A
D. Pi: Mary Louise Day, Alpha Chi;
Liz Wood, D. G.; Ruth Shields, K.
D.; Lynn Doherty, Pi Phi; Jayo
Schoff. Theta; Ramsey Forbush. Be
ta; John Williams, Delt; Ken Coff
man, Phi Delt; Bud Rubino, Phi
Tau; Bob Carter, Sig Ep; Marguerite
Schumann and Dayton Grafman.
Conservatory; Zorabel Gasway, in 
dependent women, and Dick Mey
ers. independent men representa
tive.
A t their first meeting, the Execu
tive Committee must elect a vice»resident, secretary and treasurer
or the student body from the Ex
ecutive Committee, and must select
the following sub-committees. These
•u b committees and their chairmen
Are chosen by the Executive Com
mittees—convocation, social, pep,
homecoming,
and Hamar union
Committees. These sub committees
end their chairmen are chosen by
(he Executive Committee by w rit
ten ballot, and nominations
arc
made from the floor of the commit
tee meeting or by presentation to
the chairman of the meeting of a
petition signed by 10 students.

f

Other Business

Other business that must
be
taken up by the committee at it*
first meeting are electing repre
sentatives from football, basketball,
end track teams to the Athletic
Board of Control, and apportioning
the student activities' fund among
the various campus organizations.
W ith the new executive commit
tee already lined up, the new pres
ident of the student body, Gerry
Grady, has this to say, “Soon a new
type of student government will go
into action. It is a committee with
a fine personnel, and I’m sure we
w ill do our part. Success is depen
dent. however, upon maintaining
and extending the cooperation and
enthusiasm of all Lawrentians."

Select New Dean
Of W om en H ere
Charlotte Wollaeger
Receives Appointment,
Barrows Announces
Miss Charlotte Wollaeger of M il
waukee has been named Dean of
Women of Lawrence college, it was
announced by President Thomas N.
Barrows. Miss Wollaeger is a grad
uate of the University of Wisconsin
and has had considerable experience
in perso '.nel work with young wom
en. She has also been a teacher of
English and speech.
Since 193* the new Dean has been
a membvr'of the staff at Shorewood
high school. Prior to that she was
a member of the faculty of Haverford Township high school in P hil
adelphia.
Downers
Grove high
school in Illinois, and Wausau high
school.
Miss Wollaeger has done graduate
work at both Northwestern and
Columbia universities and received
the degree of Master of Arts in
personnel work from the latter in
stitution in 1940. She is a member of
Phi Kappa Phi. Kappa Delta Pi. and
Mortar Board. Dean Wollaeger is a
native of Milwaukee.
Miss Y'ollaeger was entertained
here in Appleton last weekend by
the leaders of the various women’s
organizations on the Lawrence col
lege campus.

Douglas Goes
Audience Applauds To Sterling
French Production

The last in the series of French
movies. “Carnival in Flanders,” was
presented to a very
responsive
audience Sunday, May 3, in the
Conservatory.
The reaction of
the audience to a French comedy,
the only one offered this year, was
©ne which showed approval.
“Carnival in Flanders” was the
best French movie of 1938.
It’s
(lever plot and humor plus an in
teresting setting
and
excellent
characterizations
made it one of
the most enjoyable French movie*
in quite some time.

Students Can Get Paper
A ll students that would like to
have the commencement issue of
the Lawrentian sent to their homes
Should write their names and ad
dresses on the sheets on the bulle
tin board in M ain hall.

Friday, May 15— Exams begin.
Sunday, May 17—Senior recital
by Carmen Campbell, soprano at
Ihc Conservatory, 8:15 p. m. May
21.
Thursday, May 21—Commence
ment Concert, Lawrence Sym
phony Orchestra, Ruth Mcwaldt
and
Glen Lockery,
soloists,
chapel.
Friday, May 22— Senior Ball.
Sunday, May 24—Baccalaureate.
62nd Commencement.

College in Kansas
Names Him Professor
Announcement
has
just been
made of the appointment of and
acceptance by George A. Douglas
to be professor of sociology and ec
onomics at Sterling college, Sterling,
Kansas. For the past four years Dr.
Douglas has held the position of as
sistant professor of sociology at
Lawrence college. During this time
he has held offices in both the Na
tional and Mid-West Sociological
societies. He is a member of the
American Economic association and
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science besides the
two sociological organizations.
Professor Douglas is a director of
the Appleton Kiwanis club, has
served on the Boys’ Work commit
tee of the Y. M. C. A. and is a d i
rector of the Appleton League of
Decency. Soon after the arrival of
the Douglas’s to Lawrence college
the Appleton Rotary club requested
Dr. Douglas to make a survey of
juvenile delinquency in Appleton.
The results of this study were pub
lished last winter after Mr. Doug
las had given a report on the find
ings to approximately 20 different
groups in the city. Professor Doug
las was subsequently requested to
be chairman of the committee to
form n local council of social and
relief agencies. Since the formation
of such an organization he has serv
ed in a i advisory capacity to it as
a member of the executive commit*

At the Lawrentian Board ot
Control meeting held Monday after
noon Herbert Boge was elected
cditor-in-chief of the Lawrentian
for the year 1942-43.
He succeeds
Duane Schumakcr who has been
editor this past year.
A new editorial staff setup was
adopted for next year also. Instead
of having one managing editor
there will be two
Co-managing
editors with two assistant manag
ing editors.
This will give an op
portunity for students to partici
pate on the editorial staff of the
paper.
Laura Fretz and John Williams
were elected to serve as Co-mana
ging editors for the first semester
of next year and Astyre Hammer
reelected to the post of desk editor
which she held this past semester.
Boge has worked on the paper
for two years and has been mana
ging editor this past semester. He
Is a member of Delta Tau Delta.
Fretz has worked on the Lawren
tian for the past three years and
for the last two years has served
as Administration editor. Williams
has been assistant managing editor
this past semester. Hammer was
elected as Desk editor last Febru
ary and has worked * n the paper
for two years.

Students Discuss War
And Its Relation to
Lawrence in Chapel
The relation of the student
to
the war and what Lawrence can
and is doing about it was the sub
ject of last Thursday's convocation
program.
Bob Perschbacher led
the discussion
in which
Jayc
Schoff.
Marge Harkins, Gerry
Grady, and Dave Austin
took
part.
The discussion brought the pres
ent problems we are facing out
into the light.
After
the pre
liminary speeches
and
iorum,
the topic was thrown open to the
floor for discussion.

Announcements
Commencement
announcements
w ill be distributed upon presenta
tion of receipts in Main hall Wed
nesday and Thursday mornings
from 8 to 12 A. M. All seniors must
get theirs at that time.
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Vote to Set Up Judicial Board; Change
Drinking Rule; Faculty Must Vote Yet
At a special meeting of the Ex«
ecutive Committee last Monday,
the proposals of the student com
mittee on rules and regulations
were passed by a majority vote.
The next and final step for the
ratification of the proposals present«
ed by the student rules committee
and passed by the executive corn«
mittee will be to place the sugges«
tions before the faculty. If the fac
ulty votes in favor of the newf
changes, Lawrence college will
have a new disciplinary setup, and
a different drinking rule.
Jerry Brumbaugh, Andy Main changes as suggested by the
committee will be the formation of
Galvin Complete Staff a student judicial board and a re«
vising of the present drinking rulo.
Of College Yearbook The function of the new board will
be to handle all cases of student
Frank Haack has been elected misconduct growing out of drinking
editor-in-chief of the Ariel, col or any other such factors.
The new drinking rule as propos«
lege yearbook for 1942-43 at a meet
ed will allow drinking off campus
ing of the Ariel Board of Control only. The rule as stated permits in
Andy Galvin was chosen phota- dividuals to drink only to the ex«
grapher, and Jerry Braumbaugh tent that there is no misconduct.
The following is the proposal sut>«
will be business manager.
mitted by the student committee
Haack, who succeeds Jean Altis,
which the Executive Committee hat
has been assistant editor of the accepted and passed on to the
Annual this year. He has been chos faculty:
1. Any individual or group of
en rushing chairman of Phi Delta
individuals considered representa
Theta, was a Brokaw councilor a
tive of Lawrence college
found
member of the French club and the guilty of conduct unbecoming of a
Hamar Union committee. Last year Lawrence student (on or off the
student
judicial
he was given the President’s award campus* by a
board shall be subject to the juris
for the outstanding first year man. diction of the board.
Elect Brumbaugh
2. The drtnking rule shall be
Brumbaugh, a freshman, has as changed to read: drinking or pos
sisted on the business staffs of session of alcoholic beverages is
both the Ariel and Lawrentian not allowed in any college build
for the past year. He
succeeds ing on the campus, or at anjr
Ralph Digman as business m ana college function.
ger and is a member of Phi Delta
3. There shall be a
Student
Theta.
Judicial Board consisting of five
Galvin, who succeeds Jim Cha- members chosen by the Executive
pelle, has been the assistant photo Committee
for a period of two
grapher of the yearbook for the years. There fhall be one faculty
last year.
He has also
been advisor selected by the Executive
rushing chairman, pledge captain, Committee for a period
of tw®
social chairman of Beta Theta Pi years. He will have no vote but will
and is now the vice-president of sit with the Board at all hearings.
this fraternity.
He also acted on The Dean of Men shall be present
the social committee of the stu at all hearings of men’s cases. The
dent body.
Dean of Women shall be present at
all hearings of women’s cases. They
shall act only as observers.
Reminds Students to
The board shall be perpetuated
by the election of the number of
Pay All Bills Due
juniors necessary to fill the vacan
Dean Donald M. DuShane has cies left by the graduating seniors.
announced that students are re
Existing judicial bodies, such as
minded that they w ill not be able the Women’s
Judicial
Board,
to take examinations unless all f i Brokaw Council, and
fraternity
nancial obligations to the college disciplinary bodies shall continue
are taken care of. This includes all to function
in their
respectivo
bills in the Business office and all
Turn to Page 8
library and picture-rental fines.

Haack to Head
Ariel Stall
For Next Year

M ay Queen Receives Crown
In Colorful Ceremony at Gym
An exquisitely beautiful spring
day, all green and blue and g o ld .. . .
summery dresses that are gay and
festive... a choir that lends atmos
phere with songs like “Maytime”
and “Sweethearts” .. . tall trees and
a velvet law n . . . Mother’s day, too,
making it even more g a la ... vis
itors all dressed u p . .. corsages and
flowers all over... Chappelle tak
ing pictures, the young Master Beck
and his white b u n n y ... and best
of all, a May day queen and five
attendants.
This year's queen, reigning over
her Lawrence realm is Carmen
Campbell, once referred to in the
platform of an office seeker on
campus as “his interest in
the
con." Her attendants include fam 
ous people like Sis Hansen, Jo
Glasow, Fern Bauer, Lu Heinritz,
and Judy Burley. And the court of
honor! Well! What with Mortar
Boards. Phi Betes, councillors and
best loveds. the Mny Queen w a s
well attended!
Former Maid of
Honor Quincannon crowned Carmie — to the tune of “Maytime.”
L.W.A. must stand in better with
the weather man than the fraterni
ties do. Take a week ago Sunday,
f r instance. Then compare it with

P r o p o s a ls

May day Sunday. I guess the w. m.
knows who’a more important. May
be “Lawrence in the Spring" is
what it's cracked up to be after all
— at least last Sunday was as pret
ty a day as any May Queen could
want.
The charming tradition of May
day was 'specially nice this year.
Mother’s day being the same day
made it real interesting, what with
banquets and teas and all sorts of
entertainment. A sad note in all
the party gaiety is felt, tho’, when
we remember that May day means
we’re almost at the end of a real
scrumptious year, and for those
most important in ti e May day
tradition, the end of four such years.
But the younger Beck shows us
his funny bunny and wo have to
laugh, and then the day is much
too pretty a day anyway to feel
sad, so we just congratulate t h e
queen and her five attendants who
are having their pictures taken by
a dozen friends and Andy and
Jimmy. And then walk back across
Ihe river and up that steep ol’ hill,
in high heels that hurt, and forget
for the moment that we most likely
won't he going back that way again
this year.

COMMENCEMENT
Thursday, May 21
8:15 p. m. Concert by Lawren
ce college symphony orchestra
Memorial chapel
Friday. May 22
19:00 a. m. Annual meeting of
board of trustees
Rivervlew country club
Saturday, May 23
8:30 a. m. Annual Phi Beta
Kappa breakfast and business
meeting
Russel Sage hall
11:00 a. m. Annual meeting of
officers and directors
of the
alumni association
Institute of Paper Chemistry
12:30 p. m. Alumni picnic lun
cheon
South campus
Alumni-Faculty baseball game
following picnic
6:30 p. m. Reunion dinner, class
es oi 1892 and 1902
Conway hotel
dinner, Class of 1907
dinner, Class of 1917
Guest House
Reunion dinner. Class of 19.12
Menasha hotel
Sunday, May 24
10:00 a. m. Baccalaureate ser
vice
Memorial chapel
Memorial chapel
2:30 p. m. Commencement excrercises
Memorial chapel
All hours announced are Cen
tral War Time.

Reunion
Reunion
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C ontributor Is
Scheduled to
A ppear May 15
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New Issue of Literary
Paper Contains Five
Prize Winning Works
W ith this announcement, the veil
of secrecy w ill be lifted from a
contest that has inspired great in
terest on campus ever since its in
auguration. It concerns the results
of the annual literary competition,
conducted by the Contributor, of
fering three prizes of $17.50, for the
finest original, creative work by
Lawrence students in three fields:
the poem, the essay, and the short
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1942 s Hicks prize in poetry was
well-contested for, so well in fact,
COLLEGE CROWNS IT MAY QUEEN— Thankful for a sunny day in a rainy season, Lawrence college was able to hold its
that it is shared by two students,
Betty Kinder, for her poem New annual May Queen ceremony outdoors Sunday afternoon, on the lawn in front of Alexander gymnasium. The queen and her
Beauty, and Robert Carter, for his attendants are shown. Left to right are Dorothy Hansef, Lucille Heinritz, Joan Glasow, who was maid of honor, Carmen
Hush Before Father’s Day. Both stu Campbell, who was crowned queen, Blanche Quincannon, last year's maid of honor, who crowned the queen, Judith Ann Burley
dents are freshmen. The judges in ond Fern Bauer. Girls who ore members of Phi Beta Kappa and Mortar Board, as well as the dormitory counselors and the
this division were Mr. and Mrs. Ed
best loved, were presented to the queen during the ceremony and received flowers from her.
Bayley of Green Bay. Some will re------ 1----------------------member Ed as a former editor of the
Contributor, and one-time winner
—a cause for which fellow students
Students May Not
of the Hicks prize himself for his
have been carried from the field.
poem Dearly Beloved. Ed is now a
Then
in
all
their
symbolism
the
Buy Sugar at School
reporter on the Green Bay Presswords of Alma Mater will be more
Cnzette.
Ralph J. Watts, Business Man
Essay Field
significant than ever.
ager, has announced that all stu
In the essay field, the award w is
It is needless to say how I really dents eating at the dormitories and
Knoxville, Tenn. watchword will be snuffed out and
•gain not an easy one to make, but
miss the campus, I shall always hold fraternity houses are not supposed
April 30, 19-U. truth will no longer give us light.
one piece of work emerged on top.
It was E. E. Cummings by an Aver Dear Lawrentians,
When we look back and think of those friendships dear which it has to use their sugar rationing cards
age College Student, an essay writ
This delay in writing you-uns the class discussions whi^h would been my pleasure to form and 1 while attending school. This is an
cherish the opportunity of renewing
ten by Maurine Campbell. Decisions
In the Alexander Reid contest were since we-all left Lawrence is not inevitably come up in the early them often. There is something official notice from the local Ra
given by Mr. and Mrs. Horace Fries because 1 did not fully appreciate days of the war, the distant rum  about the teaching profession which tioning Board and due to the short
of Madison. Mr. Fries, a former as your coming down to the station to blings scarcely ruffled our seeming brings a satisfaction which few oth length of time remaining in the
sistant professor of philosophy at say so-long to me. Although that ly “complacent and bomb-proof ex er professions can bring. I hope that
the occasions to be of service to school year, rationing books w ill
Lawrence, is now a member of the
University's philosophy department. occasion was one of the toughest istence." an attitude not different you will not have been circum not be collected rom the students.
The final struggle centered about experiences of my life and the tug from that on most college campuses. scribed by the classroom walls or
Hand in Aid Blanks
the Hicks Short Story Prize. Two at the heart-strings was about all But the challenge did come and the passage of time.
With sincere best wishes.
members of the Contributor staff that 1 could take, I do so much ap with no other course to follow,
All financial aid blanks must be
Affectionately
and
faithfully,
took high honors, one of them a
l,awrence can be depended upon to
handed in and all applications musk
Fred Trezise.
winner from last year. Beatrice Pet preciate the tribute. To me that really defend those goals which she
make an appointment with Mr.
erson and her story. The Big group represented all the Lawren has set for herself in service to o u r 1
DuShane before examinations end,
Chance, divide the prize and the tians with whom it was my pleasure American institutions. It may b? Sign Up if TOU Want
it was announced by Mr. DuShane
glory with Gordon Shurtleff, editor to work for the past, one might say, that these goals will have to be de
Last Paper Mailed
fended on the one foot line.
today.
ot the magazine, and The Long Way five generations of students.
The opportunity to be associate.1
During the years to come th>s
Home. Short story judging was han
dled by three of our faculty wives, with and I trust a part of that com country must extend a guiding hand
Mrs. Sue Sherman, Mrs. David O w  panionship for so mnny years is an to all mankind, that guidance must
experience which rates a m ultiply come from the colleges and the un i
en. and Mrs. I.ynn Beyer.
On the whole, contest material I ing factor when compared with the versities of the country,—a guidance
this year was more plentiful than i run-of-the-mill four year period on based upon cooperation,—we know
in the pa?t, and of a high calibre. |the campus. Leaving it all means a the above theory of “complacency
and bemb-proof existence” is a
O r the fifteenth of this month, pri-, void in life most difficult to fill.
or!ties permitting, Lawrcntians will ( A few days ago I heard that the myth. To keep faith with the mem
have their chance to judge for them first Lawrence graduate and the bers of the student body and forme.second Lawrentian had merited a students who have gone into the
selves.
gold star in the service flag of the game to fight for Lawrence, the
College, —in this struggle for exist challenge is not only to cheer them
ence. Yes,—this struggle for exist on but to assure them that this
ence, not only of our nation and game must not be on the schedule
democratic society but of Lawrence again. I hope that the college will
College as well. Dick Rosebush gave furnish a leadership in wisdom, un
up a life of eminent promise not derstanding and a zeal for the es
only for his country but for his col tablishment of those Christian vir
Glen Lockery, tenor, presented his lege as well. No doubt others will tues along with like institutions to
Senior recital at Peabody hall last follow,—others who have been in preclude the possibility and the
evening accompanied by Harold our classes will give all to insure necessity of such returns to barbar
Green. Lockery, a member of the the survival of these institutions. ism. That leadership must be based
Congregational church choir, will be If the victory is not with our cause not upon prosaic efforts but upon
soloist at the Commencement con- the light which is the Lawrence the enthusiastic devotion to a cause,
cert May 21 at the Chapel.
The program last
evening was
well balanced:
Come raggio di sol
Anton Caldara
Per la gloria d'adoravi
Giovan Bononcini
E lucevan 1c stelle (Toaca)

Fred Trezise Writes Letter
To All Lawrentian Friends

Lockery Presents
Senior Recital
At Peabody Hall

Giacomo Puccini
Von Ewiger Licbe

Johannes Brahms
Dein Angesicht
Robert Schumann
Intermezzo
Robert Schumann
Siegmunds Liebeslied (Die
Walkure)
Richard Wagner
You Brought Me Flowers
Myron Jacobson
The Wounded Birch
A. Gretchaninoff
Over The Steppe
A. Gretchaninoff
H ie Hills of Gruzia
Nicolai Mednikofl
Come to the Garden Love
Mary Turner Salter
A Ballymure Ballad
Old Irish
Unden Lea
R. Vaughn Williams
A Memory
Blair Fairchild
Mattinata
R. Leoncavallo
Glen Is from the studio of Dean
Carl J. Waterman.
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Lawrentians Take Last Fling
Before Battling Final Exams
B Y NAN HOLMAN
AY QUEEN CROW NING, May breakfasting, Theta, KD-SAI and
Institute formalling, plus dining and entertaining mothers, made
last weekend anything but dull—in fact, it rates tops for being a
gay and gala, fine and final fling before that gruesome ordeal lying just
around the corner—and you guess what that is!
Kappa Delts and SAIs flung worries to the breeze Friday night at
North Shore Country club as they danced to the snappy music of Orv
Bathke and his pals.
Saturday morn saw gals and gals consuming food and more food at the
May Day breakfast—mmmm! Afternoon, same day, the Pi Phis had fun
at tea at the Beta house.
Nightfall and moonrise, saw Thetas flocking to Riverview for their
spring formal (Bobby Griggs and his music men officiating.) . . . The
Institute turned out, same time, for their formal, too!
Sunday found the campus entertaining parents here for Mothers’ day
Celebrations. Pi Phis had a dinner | at Ormsby; Thetas returned to R iv
erview for their dinner; DGs had
one, too. ADPis celebrated Found
ers’ day (ninety-first birthday) and
Mothers' day at North Shore and
Alpha Chis wined and dined with
mothers at the Conway.
Hold Open House
A Cappella Choir and
At the quad special open houses
Honorary Societies
were planned for Beta and Sig Ep
mothers. And not to be forgotten in
Provide Background
all these arc the fathers who had
their own place in these activities.
Miss Carmen Campbell was the
Sunday afternoon at 4:30 the SAIs
chief figure in the 1942 May Day
gave an organ recital for parents.
Last Thursday, the DG gals had ceremony on Sunday, May 10, for
a mighty busy day. It all started it was she who was chosen May
at a dinner given by patronesses. Queen and crowned by
Blanche
Mrs. Wickesburg and Mrs. Murphy. Quincannoti, 1941 maid of honor.
Later the chapter gathered at the
Carmen's maid of honor was Joan
rooms for a party in honor of the Giasow, while her attendants were
seniors: and then, traditionally, they Lucille Heinritz. Dorothy Hansen,
The
Serenaded at the quad! Quite a day! Ftrn Bauer, Judy Burley.
Week ago last night, sorority 1court of honor was composed of Phi
prexics and
"PanhcU” members Brta Kappa members. Mortar Board
feasted "out” before their meeting.! members, best loveds, and junioi
And Monday night. Theta sopho-i^;^ senior councillors.
Carolyn
mores gave a dinner in the rooms. () Connor, social chairman of L. \V
Deli« Picnic
A- announced the cercmony and
t-.
. ____
_■
. Queen Carmen gave each member
«,
. . „
.
. , .
.
n w 1of the court a rose, while the atMead< s Sunday night and Phi D e lt, tendants pach carricd a ixiuquet.
seniors and some guests spent the
A
cho ir
Week ‘'outing” at G il’s Rock at
The traditional crowning was ac
•‘Diggy’s” place. New Phi Delt of companied by Dean Waterman’s A
ficers are prexy, Warren Buesing: Cappella choir which provided ap
treasurer. Jim Dite; reporter, Jerry propriate music for the affair. The
Brumbaugh.
and librarian, Jim court of honor was dressed in sum
Chapelle. New initiates since last mer formats, the queen in white
Wednesday are Ken Bahnson and with a satin cape, and her attend
Charles Kliefoth. Congratulations, ants in summer formals.
The crowning of the May Queen
all! Dr. Brown was over at the
climaxed the May day weekend
house for dinner, too.
See you when the final, and I do which included the May day break
mean final, storm clouds are a thing fast, and the tea in Sage, following
the crowning, which was held in
Of the past!
front of Alexander gym. The same
feirls who were in the court of hon
or were hostesses at the breakfast,
which ordinarily is held on the
Ormsby terrace, but because of rain,
was in the Ormsby dining room this
year.
The members of L.W.A. arrange
Carmen Campbell, soprano, will the schedule of the May Day week
present her senior voice recital end and sponsors the affair.
Sunday evening, May 17, at 8:15.
Miss Campbell, who will be accom- Students Must Apply
pamed at the piano by Farley
•
Hutchins, is from the studio of For Contributor Jobs
Dean Carl Waterman.
During the
Applications for the position of
last four years Miss Campbell has
sung in the A Cappella and Inter- editor of the Contributor, Lawrence
sorority choirs,
and at the St. literary magazine, are to be handed
Thomas Epicopal church in Men- to Mr. Watts by noon tomorrow.
asha.
Her program will include: May 14. Aspirants should state
their qualifications and experience
PROGRAM
L ’amero saro costante
Mozart and reasons for desiring the posi
Addio del Passato (La Traviata) tion.
Verdi
Vissi d'arte
(Tosca)
Puccini
Sunrise
Wekerlin
Were I Gardener
Chaminade
Tales from Vienna
Woods.
Strauss
Ships that Pass in the Night
Stephenson
Nightingale Lane
Barnett
A Rose and a Dream
GilberJ
The M ill Wheel
Canadian Folk Song

M

Miss Campbell
Receives May
Queen Crown

Campbell Holds
Senior Recital
Sunday Evening

RECITAL SOLOISTS— Pictured above are three conservatory students who give recitals to
finish up their work at the con for the year. They are, left to right, Carmen Campbell,
soprano, Glen Lockery, tenor, and Ruth Mewaldt.

Drinking Lads Initiate Own
Rules That Please Bartenders
By Lis Wood
They’re trying to make it legal
now. A group of the boys h a v e
drawn up a few statements as to
when and where drinking may go
on. The new ruling doesn’t exactly
say that alcoholic beverages a r e
permitted, it just states that there
will be no drinking on campus or
at any all-college functions. The
rest is up to you.
Any obnoxious or disorderly con
duct will be dealt with severely.
O f course, if you just quietly pass
out in the street, there should be
no complaint. This, no doubt, re
fers to those playful boys who have
trouble finding the door when they
pull in at six in the morn.
The reactions to this revolution
ary idea are varied to say the least.
The “Spa Ha” boys can cut their
double talk. No need to hide any
thing from now on. The gentleman
behind the bar at one of the more
choice spots was quoted as saying.
"Good, the boys can come in the
front door now.”
When the situation was still
young Demon Statistician Minton

Students Get Ariels
According to present plans, the
Ariel will be in the hands of the
students this coming
Saturday,
May 15.

compiled a report on the drinking
men at Lawrcnce. The latest re
port is that 72 per cent of all Law
rence men guzzled 153 beers, 63
shots, and 3 and 3-10 jiggers of giu
per man each year. If this estimate
had included the town men. the
beer score would have shot well
over 200.

Check Bags Early
M l students who w ill be travel
ing via Chicago & Northwestern
are asked to check their bags on
the day before or the early morn
ing of the day on which they leave.

Anderson Speaks to
Green Bay Women's Club
Dean Paul Russell Anderson, of
Lawrence college, spoke before tha
Green Bay Business and Profess
ional Women's
club at 6 p. m.
Monday, May 11. at the Northland
hotel. Dean Anderson teaches phil
osophy at the college.
He ha*
traveled extensively in Europe and
the Near East, having taught at
the American university of Beirut
in Syria.
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For Good
Food
Dine at

LA VILLA

REMEMBER STUDENTS,
FOR FINE FOODS and FINE SERVICE
bring your parents and friends to the

Candle GlowTea Room
Luncheons

Phone 1544

Tea Dinners

120 E. Lawrcnce St.

Special Parties

Appleton, Wis.

1.59 1.95
2.19

A rt our prices
economical? Un
questionably! — es
pecially if you take
into account the incomcomparoble excellence
of the extremly help
ful Grist Service!

Thera «ra
lace-trimmed
rayon crepe slips In white,
sizes 32 to 40, at $2.19. Plain
tailored crepe slips, sizes 32
to 44, in petal pink and white
at $1.59 and $1.95. Tailored
rayon satin slips in white and
petal pink are $1.59 and $2 19.
Any Artemis slip would be
a perfect gift for Mothers
Day.
— Downstairs —

231-E.ColleqeAue.
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Executive Committee Must
Make Necessary Changes

I

N ORDER to let the student body at Law
rence know, what the di/forent campus com
mittees which were appointed last year by the
Executive committee have done during the past
year, the Lawrentian has csked for reports from
the respective chairmen.
All the committee heads except one were
interested enough to hand statements in. The

In the Doghouse
AWRENCE began and ended in
the same manner —with a ten
dollar fee. It seem quite inhos|>itublc to have to buy our good-by,
but it will be bought, and we will
have to finance that planned beer
party by taking out another Rotary
loan. The success of the period be
tween the two fees is measured not
«>nly by the record we may or may
ro t have acquired, but also by the
•tore of memories that are to be
one of the most valued possessions
of our life. This DOGHOUSE is
opened to all the Seniors, and its
purpose is to remind them of some
of the highlights of the past (our
years.
♦ *
•

Remember when we flunked the
first semester final in Freshman
Math? We decided that It «as about
time the college no-drinking rule
«a « broken, and we sat on a snow
bank in a used-car lot with some
awiul Ten-lligh. We finally found
•ut the purpose of the Brokaw coun
cillors. It looks now that the niathflunkers of the future won’t have
(he thrill of breaking this rule.
Fact is, according to the results of
these questionaires recently handed
•ut, the college might as well set up
a full-stock bar in the Union.

chairm an of the pep committee was asked to
hand in a report, but I guess he was too busy,
or he forgot to, or m ayNe the committee just
d id n ’t do anything that was worth w riting
about.
Reading these reports over there seems room
for a few changes that the new executive com
mittee could pay heed to. First of all, the ed
ucation committee m ig ht jus as well be elim 
inated. The new rules committee that was ap
pointed just a few weeks ago seems to have the
same purpose and function; moreover, the ed
ucation committee hasn’t actually done any
thing all year anyway. W h. have non-function
ing committees? L et’s have only committees
that really do things.
A nother thing to be remedied was brought
out in the Union committee report.
Betty
H arker mentioned that he.’ committee was too
large. There just wasn’t encugh work for all
of the committee members to do. This is sim 
ply another example of w hat, happens when
the Executive com mittee appoints members of
the different committees, '’'his problem of hav
ing too m any committee .nembers could be
elim inated very quickly by follow ing the plan
which the L aw rentian proposed a few weeks
ago. As the editor then
ed out the heads
of committees should be perm itted to choose
the people on their own committees; then there
w o uldn ’t be an excessive of people sitting about
with nothing to do.
The executive com mittee should also pay
heed to the report of the onvocation com m it
tee. Somebody should clarify the specific d u 
ties of the group. It seems that they d id n ’t
know w hat to do this year. Another thing
that should be investigated is the question of
w hy this committee exists. W hy have the com
mittee if the faculty does all t* e work, or m ay
be something should be done about the faculty
control.
The L aw rentian w ould like to com plim ent
the rules committee.
According to the best
sources of inform ation it seems that they are
doing a first rate job. They have done a great
deal more in a few weeks than some of the
committees have done a ll year.
H .E.B.

So They Say

The Lawrentian Invites students and
faculty alike to use this column for an
expression of their views on matters
of common Interest. Contributors are
subject only to the restriction that
there shall be no libel and that the
length of articles be within reasonable
bounds. The arUcle need not be signed
but the editor must know who has
written It. It must be understood that
this is not necessarily the editorial poli
cy of the Lawrentian.

I

T is the little things that make
college life interesting . . . bor
ing . . . amusing . . . or what
have you. And there are a lot of
them to be spoken about now. . . .
Such affairs as the revision in the
rule which says that drinking is
nasty. It h^d to come, just as youknow-what to all men. And the ad
ministration will be overlooking an
excellent opportunity to grab a little
of the well-known gravy by setting
up beer stands on campus or by re
tailing alcohol to Appleton’s dens
of iniquity. (If memory serves me
right, when smoking in rooms was

satisfactory as the banks of Rain
bow lake.
*
•
*
The. Sophomore
slump w a s
climaxed with a .6 and our first
choir trip. Most choir members took
advantage of the repeal of inhibi
tion on that trip. Now the ’Judge’
is lamenting that he is losing his
only ’sharp’ tenor, Mess. Also that
year—the Utopia Limited brought
the sarong to Lawrence. Beckman
leaped at a chance for some flight
training, and we woke up in the at
tic of those old houses with snow
as the top blanket.
*
*
*

*
*
*
Rccall how those long dreary
evenings at Peabody were spent
looking out the window for that
man (?) who lurks in the bushes?
We never contacted him, but there's
that story of the innocent freshman
who had her skirt ripped oil when
she was returning from the libe
W'e‘11 never forget that tale, and the
way it evolved as it progressed
•round the campus.
Our Junior year we devoted to
r.
*
*
more serious thoughts such as stu

Then there was our first excuirion dies and pin-hanging. Moving into
down river. All we did was sing the quad brought to an end those
•omr ditty about the moon. She games of rlng-ding. Inter-fraternity
«as good at harmony. My, how competition was keen over who was
things have devrloped! Lawrence in to get the house across from Sage.
the Spring may be short-lived, but Jack Funial contemplated instruct
oh my! We eventually found out ing a class in window-watching.
wl ■ the administration was con
*
*
♦
templating moving the college far
Events of this past year are too
ther north. They have been dick recent to be classified as memories.
ering with the authorities at Wau We are aware that the big battle in
paca to drain the chain. This at volves a multitude of small battles;
titude of the administration fills us |Lawrence, too, must fight. Loyalty
with contempt. Waupaca has been is a desirable attribute; may we
and should continue to be an in ever feel loyalty to both our coun
tegral part of Lawrence. If she’s try and our college. The criticisms
groins to lose it, Appleton is just as we have expressed are minute as
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compared to the decp-fecling we
have for our ‘Lawrentia’.
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allowed in Brokaw earlier this year,
it was the aforesaid administration
that went into the ash-tray business
—a sure thing, since the new law
stated: "No ashtray, no smokec.’* . . .
Speaking of the above brings me
to Ralph J. and his little band in
the room above the libe. Bills is
sued forth from his stronghold the
other day, all bearing the same dire
warning: “Pay up by May 11, or
the matter becomes disciplinary.”
Burning at the stake is doubtless the
discipline. Not that I am objecting
to paying bills. But why must the
poor suffer in such matters? If you
deliver on the deferred payment
plan, there is a liberal charge for
carrying. If you don’t have your
payment in at such an hour and
minute when the second semester
begins, you fork over three more
dollars w'hich you don’t have. In
short, the less you have, the more
they soak you. Ever hear of a doc
tor upping a bill not paid by one
minute after one on a cold Tues
day? . . . Lawrence is still the only
organization issuing student loans in
this vicinity that charges interest
on loans while the debtor is still in
college. . . .
And do you know that if you
move into a less expensive room in
a dorm after the last nine weeks
have begun, your bill is not reduced
a farthing—but move into a more
expensive room, and watch the
Business Office pencils do a rhumba
on the ledger . . . No wonder our
nlma is in the black . . . Sunday
last might have been dreary, but no
wet blanket appeared to keep the
lovers in check. Seven pins found
their respective ways to seven bos
oms . . . By the way, what hap
pened to the "No parking on cam
pus" proviso? Gone with the town
men . . . Why in blazes, to change
subjects, can’t the theatres run fea
tures at times convenient to such
avid fans as our student body? It is
a physical impossibility to pop out
of dinner at 6:30 or 7:45 and expect
to have be jn at the Rio when you
were still swallow’ing your pie . . .
Chuck "Star” Rollins, stellar track
flash and dash expert, is expending
his chest visibly these days. He rates
more newspaper type by pulling a
muscle and abstaining from run
ning than the rest of the spike and
cinder men combined . . . I ’m not
going to talk about slack and ei^ht
o’clocks, or anything trite. Leave
them for another year . . . and
more little things.
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Committees M ake Reports
For Work of Current Year
Union Committee
The Hamar union committee, a
sub-committee of the Student Ex
ecutive Committee proper, was
elected in the spring of 1941 at the
first meeting of the 1941-1942 Ex
ecutive Committee.
The Executive Committee elected
Betty Harker social chairman, and
David Austin, Frank Haack. a n d
Jean Hubbard as members of that
committee.
No records nor reports were
available from the resigning com
mittee of the previous term, so the
exact functions of this committee
were never made clear, nor were
any recommendations or sugges
tions for improvement offered by
the previous committee,
w’hose
identity was even vague!!
General Functions
The general functions of this
committee may be said to be three:
a. General student regulation of
the Union, subject to supervision by
Mr. Watts and Miss Welch. T h i s
committee should and has. this past
year, made suggestions on matters
of food, interior furnishings, a n d
hours of the Union. It should be
the duty of this committee, at all
times, to promote student satisfac
tion with their Union, and to inter
pret the ndeds and desires of the
students, with respect to Hamar
Union. All complaints of the stu
dents concerning any phase of Un
ion activity receives immediate at
tention of this committee. The com
mittee also decides the opening and
closing hours of the building on
special evenings of all-college en
tertainment, or at times immediate
ly preceding or following vacation
periods.
b. This committee functions as a
social committee, sponsoring a n y
social events such as card parties,
or in the future, even frolics. It is
in charge of buying all records for
the Union, and lastly, for providing
Christmas decorations during t h e
holidays.
c. The committee finally acts os
a “go between,” interpreting t h e
students’ desires for the adminis
tration. The chairman of this com
mittee, may at any time, be called
upon to attend a Union Board of
Control meeting
(a
committee
which consists of Mr. Wntts. Mr.
DuShane, Hamar Union
Social
Chairman and the treasurer of the
Student Executive Committee) to
decide on N.Y.A. hours or general
business policies of the Union.
Never Profit
It goes without saying, that the
committee has in the past, and
should continue, to further student
interest in the Union. The Union
operates always, in the interest of
every Lawrentian, and never f o r
personal pro fit!!!
One recommendation might well
be made at this time with regards
to the size of this committee. It ’S
at present, entirely too large for
effective functioning. A committee
of two, perhaps acting as co-chair
men, w i t h joint responsibility,
would seem a more sensible a n d
efficient way of providing student
regulation. Let no one interpret this
recommendation as an admission on
the part of the writer, that t h i s
year’s complete committee was not
effective or willing. Each member
of this committee readily worked
untiringly when there was work to
do. but the nature of the commit
tee’s activities is such that a much
smaller committee would seem a
logical revision to make in years
to come.
Betty Harker

Rules Committee

The committee has endeavored to
formulate a workable plan of stu
dent discipline which will be ac
ceptable to both the faculty and stu
dent body. The plan has been sub
mitted and is under active discus
sion.
Members of the committee are
Marge Harkins, Petie O ’Connor,
Gerald Grady (ex officio), Ralph
Person and Dick Meyers.
Dick Meyers

Convocation Committee
The functions of this committee
have been very few. There seem to
be no definite prescribed routines
for it to follow. Activities this past
year have consisted of two meet
ings, at which were
present Dr.
Kepler, chairman of the convocation
programs in general, and the faculty
members. Dr. Darling, Mr. Cloak,
Mr. Du Shane, and Mr. Hulbert. A t
these meetings the programs for the
coming semester were outlined and
the members made suggestions of
material and persons that might be
secured.
The only program which the stu
dent part of the committee has in
itiated was the forum discussion of
post war reconstruction, in which
DuShane, Tomasic, Spiegelberg, and
Hamilton participated.
The members of the committee
were Jack Thomas, chairman, and
Dot Evans.
Respectfully submitted,
Jack Thomas

Athletic Committee
The athletic board met several
times this past year on issues of
importance to Lawrentians. Sitting
in on the meetings representing the
faculty were A rt Denny, who was
chairman of the
board, Bemi#
Heselton, Fred Trezise, Mr. Rogers;
Mr. Fischer, Mr. Millis, who acted
as secretary for the group up to his
departure, Mr. DuShane and Mr.
Watts. Representing the students
were Don Fredrickson, Phil Harvey,
Ralph Person and Paul Maertzweiler.
Among the subjects that came up
before the board this year were the
approval oi new side line markers
on the football field, the awarding
of varsity letters and
freshman
numerals, the discussion of the 19411942 basketball schedule, the athle
tic budget for the year and the dis
cussion of the 1942 football sched
ule.
Big Subject
The biggest subject to come up
before the board was the idea of
whether or not we were in favor of
retaining the freshman rule as it is
or allowing freshmen to engage in
varsity sports. The board was un
animous ‘in its decision to keep the
freshman rule as it is and sent Mr.
Denny and Mr. Watts to the winter
meeting of the Midwest conference
with that in mind.
The subject again came up recent
ly, and Mr. Denny informed the
board that several of the southern
members of the conference are plan
ning to use freshmen next year and
there might be a possibility, because
of the conflict on the freshman rule
and because of the difficulty of
securing transportation, that the
Midwest conference would disband
until after the present world crisis.
If this happens, Lawrentians might
well see the old Wisconsin league
of Lawrence, Ripon, Beloit and Car
roll come back in its ow>n.
Freddy Leaves
When Freddy left earlier in the
year, the members of the board
signed a letter to him which
acknowledged his faithful service,
not only on the athletic board, of
which he has been a member over
20 years, but also for his fine service
to Lawrence and its students.
The discussions of the board were
somewhat spirited and all members
took an active part in discussions of
the events that came up.
Paul Macrtzweiler

Reports of the student committee
for consideration of rules and reg
ulations.
This committee, appointed by the
president of the student body at the
suggestion of the faculty, has met
with a faculty
committee three
times. A change in the existing
drinking rule was discussed and the
student committee has presented the
faculty committee with a proposal
by which this could be carried out.
New Proposal
The proposal includes the forma Social Committee
tion of a student
judicial board
Before I survey the activities of
which would handle all cases of dis the Social Committee, I would like
orderly conduct in the student body. to express our appreciation to those
This is not limited to offenses which who helped us during the year. The
result for drinking. Under the pro committee and some of those who
posed rule, drinking or possession really worked were Dorothy Han
of liquor would not be allowed in sen, Carol Heth, Dick Haligas. Andy
any college building, on the campus, Galvin. Omar Dengo, B. J. Larson,
or at any college affair including Bob Curry, LeRoy Zick, Marg Harkfraternity picnics. The enforcement ings, Carmen Campbell, Patty Lndof this rule would be in the hands wig, Dorien Montz, Jean Altis. Ned
of the proposed board.
Galloway, Dave Austin. Bud RuThe faculty committee w ill pre bino, George Garman. Bob Ixiftus,
sent this plan to the faculty with Dick Moyers, John Rosebush and
their recommendations. The faculty
Turn to Page 8
will then act upon the proposal.
I

_
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Swimmers Hold
W ater Pageant

Is

;a v o r i t e i n S t a t e M e e t
Lawrence Is Favored
Contender in Tennis;
Others are Doubtful

ttee
and
as

Lawrence Gets
Third Place in
M idwest M eet

Lawrence college track, tennis,
and golf teams will attempt to de
fend their championships in these
sports when they meet the other
Wisconsin colleges in the annual
invitational meets to be held at
Waukesha Wednesday, May 13,
Lawrence last year returned to
Fieweger Receives
the track supremacy after a year's
absence, continued their domination
Five First Places in
in tennis, and upset a better Beloit
Conference
Track Meet
team to take the golf championship.
It looks like the tennis title will
Jim m y Feiweger stole the show at
remain with the Appleton college
again this year, but the track and the Midwest conference track meet
golf honors will be bitterly fought last Saturday by running off with
over with Beloit, Lawrence being
five first places, an individual per
slight favorites. Lawrence h a s
swept dual meets in all three spor’s formance never approached in the
with Carroll and Ripon but in a long history of the meet. Coe won
four team race the story can be the meet for the fourth straight,
different. Ripon defeated Beloit in year, piling up 54 points while Cor
track and golf.
Good truck races are in prospect nell nosed Lawrence out of second
The mighty
in all running events. Fieweger of place by one point.
Lawrence should win
the shot, downstate team at Beloit seriously
broad jumps and high jump: Staven threatened the Knox team's sixth
of Carroll the discus, Scalissi of place.
Ripon the pole vault, and Zupek j Fieweger broke his own record
of 15.1 secs, in the high hurdles,
of Lawrence the javelin.
His
Point totals in track last season bringing it down to 15 flat.
were Lawrence 55i, Beloit 47, Car other wins were in the low hurdles,
high jump, broad jump, and the shot
rol 36, and Ripon 26}.
pvt. Ralph Colvin was second to
Clutterham in the half mile in his
best performance of the year. A1
Zupek garnered himself a third in
the javeline, and Ed Hodson took a
fifth in the two mile grind.

Vike Golf Team
Wins Plaque at
Midwest Meet
Group of Four Players
Wins Conference Meet
By Scoring 629 Points

36 Coeds and 5 Men
Take Part in Water
Pageant in Gym Pool

IN NEW ROLE— Al Zupek, Lawrence college sophomore, is
shown in a new athletic role. He tried throwing the javelin in
the recent inter-fraternity meet and took first with a 175 yard
heave. Since then he has joined the Viking varsity squad and
has been grabbing points consistently.

Saminaries:

Mile—Won by Clutterham, Cornell;
Coding, Grinnell, second; W. Davit, Coe,
third; Teague. Co«, fourth; Eckhoff,
Monmouth, fifth. Time—4:24.3. (New
conference record. Old record of 4:114
made in 1*30 by Eckwell. Carleton. i
Shot Put—Won by Fieweger, Lawrence
<43 feet 4 inches*; Scharnberg, Coe, sec
ond; Cadwalder. Knox, third; Lemon,
Knox, fourth; Dahlberg. Cornell, fifth.
440 Yard Dash—Won by Altflllesch,
C n ! NtchoUon, Coe, second; Patterson,

Next time you are out at the gym,
take a look at the new plaque that
hangs on the walls of the trophy
room. Inscribed upon this plaque
is “1942 midwest conference golf
champions.” It was won by Dick
Haligas, Dave Wakefield, Phil Har
vey, and Bob Willmert. The boys
explained their victory in the sim
ple words. "That's what we went
down there for.” However,
the
story of their conquest cannot be
told so easily. It is the story of a
team that did fine work and not of
one or two brilliant players.
The team under the direction of
Coach Bernie Heselton left for
Monmouth Thursday noon. A 350
mile ride is enough to throw any
man off his game, but the boys re
gained their links legs Friday morn
ing during a practice round and
were rarin* to go by Friday after
noon. Came the evening, and the
Vikings were enjoying a nine
stroke lead over highly-touted Boloit. Dick Haligas had covered the
distance in a beautiful 75 to trail
the medalist by one stroke. Phil
Harvey had stroked out a fine 78
while Dave Wakefield, who seemed
a bit nervous, needed 79. Bobby
Willmert followed with an 84.

Office Has Lost Goods
The business office has a huge
drawer full of lost articles.
They
include a ring, a number of fount
ain pens, a watch, a sweater and
a woolen scarf.
Losers of these
articles and others, why not pick
them up?

rence. third; Sory. Grinnell, fourth;
Strawbydge. Beloit, fifth.
SSO Yard Run—Won by Clutterham,
Cornell; Colvin Lawrence, second: Flan
agan. Coe. third: Zentner. Ripon. fourth;
Rankin. Monmouth, fifth. Time— 1:59.1.
220 Yard Dash—Won by Houden, Cor
nell: Altfillesch. Coe. second; Frost. Coe,
third; Worley. Monmouth, fourth; Bry
son, Beloit, fifth Time— :22.3.
Broad Jump—Won by Fieweger, Law
rence. 21 feet B1» inches; Laxson, Mon
mouth. second; Graham Knox, third;
Stouger, Coe, fourth: Arnett, Coe. fifth.
Discus—Won by Rriggeman, Cornell,
121 feet S inches; Kuhleman. Coe, sec
ond; Dahlberg. Cornell, third; Glloth. Be
loit, fourth: Hidinger, Coe. fifth.
Pole Vault—Won by Scalissi. Ripon. 11
feet 10 inches: Hock. Giinnell. Stoutner,
Coe. and Graham. Knox, tied for second:
Gilath, Beloit, fifth.
Two Mile Run—Won by Clutterham,
Cornell; Shoulberg. Grinnell. second:
Teague. Coe. third: EckhofT. Monmouth,
fourth; Hodson, Lawrence, fifth. Time—
Grinnell. thiro: May. Beloit, fourth: W il 10:17.2.
220 Yard Low Hurdles—Won by Fie
liam*. Ripon. fifth. Time— :50.2.
High Jum p—Won by Fieweger. Law weger. Lawrence; Laxson, Monmouth,
second;
Worley, Monmouth, third: Stout
rence (5 feet 10*2 inchest; Rawson,
Monmouth, and Lardlner*. Beloit, tied for ner, Coe, fourth; Corrigan, Grinnell.
fifth.
Time—
:25.
fécond; Trotter. Monmouth, and Newell,
Mile Relay—Won by Coe (Frost. Flan
Grinnell, and Hidinger, Coe, and Sory,
agan.
Nicholson,
Altfillesch); Grinnell,
Grinnell. tied for fourth.
100 Yard Dash—Won by Houden. Cor second. Monmouth, third; Beloit, fourth:
nell; Raddant, Beloit, second; Doyle, Knox. Fifth.
Knojf, third: Bryson, Beloit, fourth;
Frost, Coe. fifth. Time— : 10.2.
120
Yard High Hurdles—Won by Fie
weger. Lawrence; Corrigan, Grinnel. sec
Vlkes Start Poorly
ond: Stoutncr. Coe. third: Sharp, Ripon.
Saturday morning started out fourth: Laxson. Monmouth, fifth. Time—
poorly for the Vikes. The boys ran :15. 'New conference record. Old record
of :15.1 made in 1941 by Fieweger, Law
into a bit of trouble going out and rence. t
led by only 3 strokes at the 27 ho’e
Javelin—Won by Voyce. Cornell (174
mark. Here, however, the Lawren- feet i ; Clark. Knox, second: Zupek. I.aw-

Tennis Team
Places Second
The conference tennis meet at
Monmouth ran true to form. G rin
nell walked off with the singles and
doubles championships to win the
meet by a wide margin. Our Law
rence Vikings played well and gain
ed the runner-up spot. Ripon and
Beloit were tied for third.
Lord and Gilbert of Grinnell won
the doubles championship by de
feating Don Fredrickson and Doc
Van Hengle in the finals 6-1, 8-6, 6-4,
Hart of Grinnell won the singles
championship with a hard-earned
6-3, 9-7, 6-4, victory over Abrams of
Ripon. Jim m y Eckrich,
playing
singles for Lawrence, drew a bye in
his first round, and then had the ill
fortune to bum p up against Hart in
the second round. Hart defeated Jim
6-0, 6-3 and then swept on to the
championship. Wes Morris was the
other Viking singles representa
tive. He won three straight matches
before going down to defeat.
Coach Paul Martin sends his team
into action for the last time this
v eek in the state meet at Waukesha.
Lawrence is a definite favorite.

Housecleaning Time!

W R IT IN G
P A P E R
ENGRAVED
STATIONERY
FANCY GIFT
STATIONERY
NOTE PAPER
Large Selection
of All Types

Turn in your old records towards new ones! We will
allow you 2 cts. each or 5 cts. a lb. for records in any
condition — no laminated Columbia or Edison accep
table. We need the scrap shellac in order to buy new
records.

Voo have tried the rest,
now the best

303 E. Calumet
Phone 5035

C O N K E Y 'S
BOOK STORE
121 W. College Ave.

Donald M. DuShane,
dean of
students at Lawrence college, ha«
been named to the executive com
mittee of the National Association
of Deans and Advisors
of Men,

T h e
Id e o l

C o a t

for so many
occasions
• for every occasion
throughout
th e
coming s e a s o n s
when a smart com
fortable coat is de
sirable. We call
them leisure coats.

Get the Latest Releases for Your Library!
P-119— Strictly from Dixie, Henry Levine and His
Jazz Band with Linda Keene, Vocalist $2.67
P-56— NBC Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin
Street, Dinah Shore............................$2.13

Senior Ball May 22

Driessen Dairy

DuShane Is Official

Grinnell Wins First
Place at Monmouth

¡t’S

tians caught on fire and blazed over
Ihe back nine like true champions
to leave the Blue Devils from Be
loit floundering in their divot holes
11 strokes back. Dave Wakefield
led all the turf diggers on this
round with a 75. followed by a
sparkling 76 by Haligas. Harvey’s
80 and W illmert’s 82 concluded
scoring for the day.
This gave I^awrence a 629 total.
Beloit’s ex-champions were second
with 640 followed by Monmouth
with 645. Ripon with 659. and Knox
with 679.
Chuck Dawson of Monmouth was
medalist with 150 on his home
course. Sophomore Dick Haligas
played his best golf of the season
to place second at 151. Normoyle of
Monmouth was third, and Dave
Wakefield was fourth at 153 and
154 respectively.

Lawrence college displayed ita
aquatic talent last Thursday and
Friday nights when the annual
water
pageant
was
presented.
Previous shows
had proven so
popular that
they
decided to
schedule the performance for two
nights to hold the capacity crowds.
Clever they were in their decision
too, because both nights the Alex
ander gymnasium pool was filled
with enthusiastic spectators. Thirtysix coeds and five members of
our championship swimming team
participated in the beautiful event.
Ballet swimming, fancy forma
tions, mixed waltzes and novelty
numbers held all on-lookers tense
every
moment.
The
graceful,
slow moving bodies of the girl«
as well as the male element, con
tributed to a well-rounded pro
gram «get it?). A patriotic theme
was featured which was enchanted
by colored lighting arrangement*
Thc lights were playing on the
performers from both above and
below.
As
added
attractions
Marion Pietsh and Peg Chalmcr»
gave solo acts.
This captivating
program was
under the direction of Miss Barbara
Timmins and Peg Chalmers, who
certainly must have worked hard
apd used their wonderful imagina
tions to turn out such a super show.
Congratulations to all concerned!

MEYER-SEEGERMUSICCO.

T hiede
G ood
C lothes

Poge 6
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Beloit W ins
Annual Relay
M eet at Beloit
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Bad Weather Prevents
Practice of Lawrence
Team Prior to Meet
With Lawrence placing fifth, Be
loit won the sixth annual Beloit
relay last Friday night.
The V ik
ing track men placed second in
the 440 and 880 yard relays, third
In the 3C0 yard shuttle hurdle re
lay, and fourth in the mile relay.
Jim Fiewegcr placed third in the
shot put and fourth in the
high
Jump in individual events.
Lawrence's not too
impressive
showing was in part due to Chuck
Rollins, soph sprint and 440 man,
being out with a pulled muscle. His
absence prevented the running of
• Lawrence distance mcdly relay.
Bad weather during the week be
fore the relays prevented suffi
cient practice, especially in baton
passing. Between Beloit and Law
rence were Monmouth,
Cornell
and North Central
Jim Orwig
Jim Orwig, 1941 Lawrence track
captain, took a second
in the
CKilevault for the Camp
Grant
team in an army camp competitive
!iu*et.
Roy Cochran.
world 440
low hurdle record holder, beat Max
Lenovcr, sensational Loyola u n i
versity star in a special UOO yard
sprint.
Dick Raddant, Beloit's sprinter
and broad jumper, was awarded
the outstanding athlete award for
bis winning broad jum p of 2V 3”
and anchoring three
of Beloit's
winning relay teams.
Dave Clutterham, Cornell's brilliant distance
man, did relays, besides running
a winning 4:24 2 mile.
No record*.
Were broken in the meet.

by John Gregg
IMMY Fieweger's performance
in the Midwest meet at Mon
mouth easily brands him as one
of the two outstanding trackmen in
the conference . . . . The other of
the "two" is Dave Clutterham, Cor
nell's great distance man, who
turned in a "big ten" afternoon in
winning the mile, half, anu the two
mile . . . . Fie went out for points
and not for records. For instance,
he won the high-jump with a jum p
of five ten. while he probably
could have gone up over six-one.
*
*
*

J

From their showing at the Drake
relays a short time ago, one would
have expected a new record from
the Coe mile relay leant . . . . No
Beloit men placed in the mile or
two mile runs; in fact, Fd Hudson's
fifth in the two mile was the only
man from this state that placed in
either . . . . Two of the three Wis
consin schools in the conference
placed in the last two positions. If
Nencki hadn't been too busy to
make the trip, we might have taken
second place. Of course there are a
food many more "if's" to consider
too.

*
•
*
Coach Heselton's golfers brought
back a championship. Now if the
track team can win the state meet
at Carroll tomorrow, we'll have a
championship for each of our three
coaches. Mr. Denney knocked pret
ty hard on the basketball champion
ship door, but no one answered
Phil Harvey, captain of the golf
team, says we should beat Beloit
In the state meet by more than
the eleven strokes of last Satur
day’s margin . . . . The golf and ten
nis teams have both beaten Ripon
and Carroll in dual meets and Be
loit and Ripon in the Midwest
1 guess Coach Martin knew what he
was doing in breaking the MorrisFredrickson doubles combination in
the Midwest meet, but this is the
first time in some years that a Law
rence doubles team hasn’t come off
the courts on top.
*
*
*

Beloit, please take notice: accord
ing to your point system of deter
mining conference athletic superior
ity, Lawrence has now officially
won by a comfortable margin . . . .
W ill you please send us the trophy
. . . . You’d better change your sys
tem to count double for cross coun
try and you ran have your ex
tremely mythical and hypothetical
Championship back i:ext year . . . .
Ws’ll probably call a day of classes

And tl
Well, it
jays. I
days aw
pnd Ion
Importar
ways ha
matter v
who “he
come ’ti
but. gee
Ah-chev

LAWRENCE NETTERS POINT FOR STATE MEET— Coach Paul Martin, left, is addressing the Lawrence college tennis team
as it prepares for the State college conference championship at the college courts today. In the front row are, from left, Bob
Smith, Gene Pope, Olin Mead, James Eckrich; back row, Bob Morris, Doc Van Hengel and Don Frederickson.

Golfers W in
3 V ictories
Team Prepares for
Conference Meet at
Monmouth Saturday

Lawrence Track
Team Defeats
Ripon 77 to 46
Fieweger Takes First
Place in Five Events
In Track Meet, Tuesday

Coach Bernic
Heselton's golf
The Lawrence track team beat
team saw real action during the an improved Ripon
team
last
last week and emerged with three] Tuesday afternoon by a 77 to 48
victories against no defeats. Since count.
Jim m y Fiewegcr ran hog
losing their first match of
the wild to take first place in the high
season to the University of Wis hurdles, high jump, broad jump,
yard
consin, the Vikes, paced by sopho shotput, and the hundred
dash; yes five of ’em. and he fell
more Dave Wakefield, have won
over the fourth hurdle in the low
four straight
However, only in hurdles or it would have been six.
Ralph Colvin was
beaten
by
the Oshkosh State Teachers and the
Ripon matches has the team scored Wilmans of Ripon by just inches in
the 440 and 880 yard runs.
Ed
well enough to merit any serious Hodson took second in the mile
consideration in the
conference and first in the mile and first in
the two mile while Fred Rogers
meet this Saturday.
Other
It was just one of those days took third place in both.
when all the elements combine to firsts not taken by Fiewegcr or
make scores skyrocket.
A cold, Ripon men: Nenvke threw the disc
Zupck
threw the
w’indy wet day and
the tough 113 feet, A1
Onieda Country club
in Green javelin 155 feet 6 inches, and Bob
Bay was enough to send scores
upward, but the finishing touch
was the fact that Wakefield, Harvey Disher, 91. Lawrence ran up a
and Iialigas played with borrowed toatl of 15$ to Oshkosh's
Lawrence 111, Ripon U
clubs and street shoes.
Had St.
W ith Wakefield in the infirmary
Norberts had even a fair team the
story might have been different. with a bad cold, the other four
However, Wilmert’s 86. Wakefield’s Vikings turned on the heat to win
88. Haligas' 90 and Harvey's 93j over Ripon with little trouble.
was good enough to win with a ' Harvey w’ith a 76 was low man
score of Lawrence 12$. St. Norberts while Haligas’ 78. W ilinert’s 81, and
Disher's 83. definitely put them in
J.
The boys played fine golf al the lower scoring brackets.
though Oshkosh didn't offer any
opposition. John Disher ran into
trouble on the first nine
and
Leather Photo Frames
dropped i point to spoil chances oi
a shut-out victory. Wakefield was
low with a 76 followed by Harvey,
79; Haligas, 80; Wilmert, 84; and

Pershbacker tied Ted Scalissi In
the pole vault.
Jim Sattizahn ran
second in the 100 and 220 yeard
dashes; the latter very close. Bucsing, in street clothcs. took second
in the discus, Messenger was second
in the shot and Patten second in
the javelin.
Summaries:
100 yard dash: Fiewegcr (L>, Sattizahn
(L>, Zippel <R»: :10.5.
220 yard dash: Zippet ift>, Sattizahn
<L>. Dlte (L>; :23.6.
Mile'run: Zentner R. Hodson <L>, Rod
gers Lt; 4:50.5.
440 yard run: Wilmans <R>, Colvin (L>.
Dite (L>; 53.1
880 yard run: Wilmans <R>, Colvin
(L>, Dahms <Ri; 2:06.5.
Two mile: Hodson <L», Tallebson (R>,
Rodgers <L>; 11:20.4.
High hurdles: Fieweger (L> Sharp <R*,
Fanstman <R>! 15.9.
220 low hurdles: Fanstman <R>, Hoiway (L>, Sharp <R •£ :27.
Shotput: Fieweger (L>, Messenger (L>,

(P-C Photo.)

Raney Speaks to Club
W illiam F. Raney, professor of
English and European history at
the Appleton Women's club Wed
nesday, May 6.
Nencki <L>: 43" 7".
High Jump: Fieweger (L>, Fanstman
(Rt, Maertzweiler ( L •; 5’ 6".
Pole vault: Scalissi (Ri, and Perschbacher I D , tie; 10'.
Discus: Nencki (L>, Buesing (L I, A l
berts (R i; 113' l l ”.
Broad jump: Fieweger (L>. Scalissi <R»
and Willinski (R>, tied; 21' 9".
Javelin: Zupek (L), Patten (L>, Lapalka IR>: 155' 6”.
800 yard relay: Ripon (Willinski, Fanst
man, Williams. Zippeli; 1:35.9.

Senior Ball May 22

FOOD FOR THOUGHTS

Late at Night
Chew on cookies, donuts, pie
E L M

T R E E

B A K E R Y

MEN—
Make your formal
attire complete with

75c and up
Writing Case

off now that we’ve won this insur
mountable distinction . . . . l'hoocy!
Sportlight
I guess Biz made me look con
siderably smaller than my usual
six feet with his So
They Say
next to my column in last week's
quoting . . . I've decided to quit
quoting without
copyright per
mission; but, it seems funny to
mo Mr. Buesing, that you should
give me suggestions
for my col
umn one week, when you didn’t J
like the way I quoted you in the
prcsious Issue.
Maybe I'm wrong,
anyway, you know
where my
“shack" is.

$1.50 and up
Ladies' Billfolds

$1.00 and up

new set of

STUDS And CUFF LINKS
$1.00 and up
Also Fraternity & Sorority Jewelry

at

SUELFLOW’S
TRAVEL GOODS
227 W. College Ave.

MARX J E W E L E R S
212 E. College Ave.
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tudents Beseech Professors
o Hold Classes Out of Doors
y Dorothy Hooley
In the spring,
a young
m an’s
mcy turns—away from his books
d the great out-of-doors.
Proossors are besieged with all sorts
f persuasion to get them to hold
lass outside. "It's so warm out, and
•esides, who wants to walk all the
vay up to the fourth floor on a
lay like this!” or "It’s awfully
lamp and musty down here in the
>asement.
The back steps
are
nuch nicer!”
It seems a shame that
Mondays
ind Thursdays are such beautiful
lays.
Everyone is loathe to brave
he dim interior of the chapel for
invocation,
so they lounge all
jver the steps until the very last
ninute when Prexy Tom gets up
:o read the announcements (That
dea of a loud-speaker system isn't
>ad) and introduces the morning's
speaker.
And this business
of studying!
Well, it just isn’t being done these
jays.
Even if exams are only two
days away, sun baths, down river
und long walks are much more
important.
Of course, you'll al%vays have people
who grind no
tnatter what the weather, and those
who “hope those darn bugs don’t
come ’til after I’m out of here ’’
but, gee, Sprig! A i’d id wuderful?
Ah-chew!

Burger Gives
Voice Recital
fi

Hutchins Assists
At Peabody Recital

T

inning both teams were tied with
four runs apiece after a close
pitcher’s fight bet een
Giordana
and Burton. In the first half of the
inning the Delts scored two runs on
two hits and an error, the Betas
loaded the bases in their half but
couldn’t push any counters across.
In the other game this week the
Sig Eps beat the Phi Taus 8-0 as
Joe Marston allowed the losers only
two hits. This win places the Sig
Eps in fourth place with no hope
of either going up or down since
they have completed their schedule.
*
*
*
Thursday night of this week the
Delts took a routine victory from
the Phi Taus by a score of 7-2.
Knell and Burton pitched for the
winners and allowed only
2 hits
while Fenz was on the mound for
the losers.
Phi Delts
1000
Betas
1250
Delts
1100
Sig Eps
550
This week's baseball game be
tween the Phi Delts and the Betas
was the last event in the Supre
macy cup race for this year. The
Phi Delts piled up a large margin
to take the title again this year
They had strong teams in every
sport winning five firsts one sec
ond and two thirds in the eight
sports.
The Beta's slight majority
over the Delts can be accounted
for by the fact that the second
place winners failed to place in
only one sport, bowling, while the
Delts missed fire in
swimming,
basketball and track.
The Delts
chalked up two firsts, to one for
the Betas but the Betas made up
for it by gaining three seconds to
two for the
Delts. The
Betas
might have overhauled
the Phi
Delts had it not been
for two
tough breaks.
They lost the de-

. Betty Burger, senior at tUc con
servatory from Evanston, save her
voice recital last Thursday evening.
May 7, at Peabody hall. Betty, a
Soprano, was accompained by Farley
Hutchins. Not only has she a fine
Voice showing excellent
training,
but she has the advantage of being
well schooled in stage appearance.
The program was as follows:
Patron das macht der wind
Bach
Polly Willis
Arne
VaKhissima sembianza
Donaudy
Qual farfalletta
Handel
Bevery
Arensky
Thou art an Angel Earthward
Bending
CretchaninofT
Ravel
Tes yeux
Avi e melodien zieht es mir
Brahms
‘ Meine liebe ist grun
Brahms
Hageman
»C harity
Boyd
TBalloons in the Snow
Henshol
I Spring
Warren
HWho Calls
Welcome Sweet Wind (Morning
Cadman
of the year)
Russell
In Fountain Court
Q u ilte r;
Go Lovely Rose
Bax
I heard a Piper Piping
I Know Where I ’m Coin’
Old Irish
Me Company Along
Hageman
Miss Burger is a student of Dean
Carl J. Waterman.

Parker
Foaiitais Pens
Loom Loaf Paper
Ring Books
Royal Typewriters
a*

Library Notes

T

HE following books have been
added to the library: Air raids
—what you must know, what
you must do. Air Raid Precautions.
Architectural Forum. Civilian de
fense. Arvin, Newton. Whitman.
Bateson, F. W. English poetry and
English language. Chesney, C. H.
Bob Alvfa
Art of camouflage. Cole, G. D. H.
Baseball Standings:
W. L. British working class politics, 18323
0 1914. Daly, Augustin. Man and wife
Phi Delts
and other plays. Foulke, R. A. The
2
1
Betas
sinews of American commerce
2
1
Delts
Granville-Barker. Shakespeare pre
1
3 faces. Third series. Hayes, C. J. H. A
Sig Eps
Phi Taus
0 3 generation of materialism, 1871-1939.
HE Delts took an extra inning Illinois
assessors’ manual
1942.
game from the Betas Tuesday Knaplund, Paul. The British empire
by a score of 6-4 and pulled 1815-1939. Spiegelberg, Herbert. Geinto second place tie in the baseball etz und sittengesetz. Stephenson,
standings. Going into the eighth Carl. Mediaevel feudalism.

G reek Sports

What Ever You
May Need In
Formal Wear
We Have It!
Palm Beach Shaw
Collar Coats

$14.50
Palm Beach Black
Formal Trousers

$7.00

$13.75
Naturally, we have ell
the formal accessories.

214 E. Cof l m Ave.

GENERAL OFFICE
SUPPLY 00.

417 W. Collega Ara.
Phono 287

H o p fe n s p e rg e r

B ro th e rs

In c o rp o ra te d

Scoop! Girl Presents Report
On Campus Necking Problem

Many Lawrentians do not know one lovely night about 10 I put my
that there is a campus necking prob- ; pencil behind my ear and my note
lem. I didn't myself until I was told book in my pocket and set forth,
to write a story on it. They told me taking the first road to the rig h t
I was to smell out the problem, in  It was pitch black—the moon had hid
vestigate it thoroughly, and write a her gentle face against my dirty
report on it, to be printed in the deed—but I knew by careful calcu
Lawrentian some week for all to lation that I was abreast, approxi
read and ponder.
mately, of the rear entrance of Main
My reputation as a grind is wellfounded and well-earned, and I hall. I slowed down to a sneak, lis
brought to the problem no previous tening. I heard voices, talking low,
knowledge or experience in scandal- sometimes whispering, now and
exposing. My “contacts,” such as then laughing softly. Aha, I thought,
they were, were purely business and and inched closer, stifling a yell as
intellectual ones; none of them pre I stumbled over a big rock. The
sented any prospect of having any voices were coming from the top
seamy sides. I didn't even have any step of Science hall; I crawled close
to the side of the steps, where I
ciding football game to the Delts ideas.
However, innocent as I was, I was could hear them plainly. I listened
when* a Delt touchdown pass was
ruled complete on interference. In conscientious, and began with a carefully, trusting to memory be
the last frame of the
basketball 1grim determination that would have cause it was too dark to write in my
season the Betas were knocked out 1frightened any of the culprits if I notebook.
“ 'V' you got a ten o’clock tumorol a tie for first with
the Phi had only known who they were.
I didn’t know the people, but I— row?”
Delts when they were upset by the
“Nope, why?”
even I!—could guess the places. So
Phi Taus who held last place.

Freshmen, Sophomores, 17™*u19. Enlist now!
Stay in college! You may qualify for a
Naval Commission on the sea or In the air.
Freshmen. Sophomores. Here's a
challenge—and an opportunity!
Y o u r N avy needs trained men.
Trained men to become Naval
Officers! A nd your college is ready
to give you that training now.
Nero’s Mow Navy PIm

Palm Beach Double
Breasted White Coats

roga 7

L A W R É N 1 IAN

I f you're 17 and not yet 20, you en
list now as an Apprentice Seaman
in the N aval Reserve. Y o u then
continue in college, including in
your studies courses stressing phys
ical training; mathematics and
physics. After you successfully
complete l} j calendar years o f col
lege work, you will be given a clas
sification test.

before you start your training to
become a Flying Officer.
However, a t any time during
this two-year period after you have
reached your 18th birthday, you
may, if you ao desire, take the pre
scribed examination for Aviation
Officer . . . and, if successful, bo
assigned for Aviation training. Stu
de nt« w ho f a il in th e ir college
courses, or who withdraw from
college, will also have the privilege
o f taking the Aviation examination.
Nook or l egl a n r t e j OfMsw »
I f you qualify in the classifica
tion test and do n ot volunteer for

Aviation Officers
I f you qualify by this test, you
m ay volunteer to become a Naval
A viation Officer. In this case, you
will be permitted to finish the sec
ond calendar year of college work

D O N ’ T

Aviation, you will bo selected for
training na a Deck or Engineer*
ing Officer. I n that case, you will
continue your college program
until you receive your bachelor'a
degree, provided you m aintain tho
established university standards.
Other Opportunities
I f you do not qualify as either potential Aviation Officer or as poten
tial Deck or Engineering Officer
you will be permitted to finish you*
second calendar year o f college
and will then be ordered to activo
duty as Apprentice Seamen. But£
even in this event, because o f yonr
college training, you will have a
better chance for advancement.
Pay starts w ith active duty.
It's a real challenge! I t ’a a real
opportunity! M ake every m inute
count by doing something about
this new N avy plan today.

W A I T . . . A C T

T O D A Y

1. Take thii announcement to the Dean of your coOege.
2. Or go to the nearest Navy Recruiting Station.
3. Or mail coupon below for FREE BOOK giving full details*'

U . S. N avy Recruiting Bureau, D iv . V-l
30th Street and 3rd Avenue, Brooklyn, N . Y .

9m

Please send me your free book on the N avy Officer Training plan for college
freshmen and aophomoree. I am a student □ , a parent o f a atudent □ who ie
---- years old » t t m t i m

M E A T S

Mnnt*
Street_______
City & State_

I
;«4H *
.

ft

u

' • ¿Ü
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Executive Committee Votes
On New Drinking Proposal
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Spheres.
These bodies may refer
cases
to the
Student
Judicial
Board.
Violations
4. Reports of violations of these
rules may be submitted in writing
by any student, faculty member.
t>r employee of the college to the
Chairman of the Board
to be
•cted upon by the Board.
AIL re
ports must be signed and wMi be
treated confidentially.
This committee feels
that the
existing drinking rule at Law
rence college does not adequately
cover the situation as it exits. We
therefore submit the above pro
posal.
We do not feel that
drinking
should be allowed anywhere on the
campus or at any college function.
We do feel, however, that any col
lege student should be able to in 
dulge in alcoholic beverages at his
Own discretion.
We therefore sub
mit this plan for the control of
the place of drinking and the con
duct resulting: from it.
The committee feels that
there
should be strict
enforcement of
the rule concerning drinking or
possessi<^i of liquor on the campus.
We feel also that while a person
has the right to drink, he does not
have the right to disturb others
cr injure in any way the reputa
tion and name of Lawrence college.
Any action which does either of
these things should be punished
However,
since the
offense is
•gainst the students directly or in
directly. we feel that the punish
ment should be in the hands of the
Student body.

For this reason, we propose the
organization of a student judicial
board.
The activities of such a
board shall not be confined only to
punishment of cases resulting from
drinking.
One of the purposes of
the board is to turn over to tne
student body the third function of
government, namely, judicial.
If
this is done, we will have true
student government.
Legislative
and administrative powers do not
constitute government.
The third
branch must also be in the hands
of the student body.
The forma
tion of this board would accom
plish this.
The committee sees this board
not just handling drinking viola
tions but all kinds
of
offenses
which effect Lawrence college. Dis
orderly conduct in the quadrangle,
damaging of property of other col
leges, damaging of Lawrence col
lege property, would all be handled
by this board.
We do not propose
this board simply as a means by
which the drinking
rule may be
changed but as a means by which
Lawrence college can truthfully
say that it has student govern
ment.
We submit this proposal in all
seriousness after careful delibera
tion.
We realize that there are
problems to be worked out under
this plan.
However, we feel that
given a fair trial and time
for
adjustment, that this plan
will
prove adequate.
We
see in it
great possibilities for the promo
tion of the expressed aims of a lib 
QUEEN PRESENTS ROSES— Since it is a part of the
eral arts college such as Lawrence. to the outstanding girls on campus, Carmen Campbell,
Paul R. Meyers.
Bettie Holliday, senior councilor.
Chairman

Committees Make Reports
For Work of Current Year
ing our Homecoming.
Virginia
Jensen, Joan Glasow, Ruth Schulze.
Jeanne Green, Jfcck Fengler and
Dex Wolfe all helped send out the
2,500 folders.
Virginia Jensen, Jeanne Green.
J.»ck Fengler and George Hedge
contacted 95 per cent of the mer
chants on College avenue to dec
orate their windows with an official
•’Homecoming” sign.
George Hedge had the sign made
which hung on the campus and read
V FOR V IK IN G VICTORY. It was
originally to be hung over College
avenue in the middle of town but
a permit could not be obtained.
Fengler had charge of building
the raft with the aid of Disher and
George Garman. They built and
towed it down the dark Fox but it
would not light due to the rain.
Jeanne Green and Ruth Schulze
made the effigy.
The torches were made by the
freshmen under the supervision of
George Hedge. Arrangements for
the public address
system, the
judges for the floats and house decoratons and illuminating the dome
of Main hall were
handled by
George Hedge as well as arrange
ments with the police and fire de
partment for the parade. The blue
flares for the parade were furnished
by the chamber of commerce. The
ft *yor of Appleton was contacted
and promised full cooperation.
All in all the committee was a
group of willing workers who were
striving to put over one of the best
Homecomings Lawrence had ever
seen.
The plan for the snow trip was
worked out by Mr. Denny and
launched by Tiny Schumaker, Ger
ald Grady, Jean Pond and George
Hedge with Hedge as chairman. The
students were contacted and ar
rangements were made for payment
H o m e c o m in g C o m m itte e
as well as rooms and the program
Members of the committee were for the weekend. Jean Pond han
dled the publicity and made the
George Hedge, chairman, Virginia
signs advertising the weekend at
Jensen, Joan Glasow, Ruth Schulze.
Wausau. As you know the govern
Jean Foote, Jeanne Green, Jack
ment put a ban on special trains
|*ongler, Roy Riemer, Dexter Wolfe. (not to mention the lack of snow)
The first plan
worked on was so we abandoned the ski trip.
>ublicity for Lawrence’s HomecomSnow Sculptor Contest
ng. This was worked out with the
A meeting of the sorority and fra
Post-Crescent. Roy Riemer saw the
ternity representatives was held to
highway commissioner for permisfion to put up signs on the roadside. draw for places to erect their great
snow edifices. The judges were
These were large blue L ’s with
selected but we are still waiting for
H O M E C O M IN G printed on the ver
the snow
tical portion. The date, November
George Hedge
1, printed across the horizontal por
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tradition of May Day to present roses
May queen, is presenting a flower to

D O Y O U D IG IT?
DAVt AIKCH—YALi "45—GtTS $10 FO» THIS SUWCO

Continued from page 4

Others. Students working on the
iocial program get little more than
the satisfaction that an enjoyable
time was had by the students at the
•ociai activity. We hope this is suf
ficient.
Many of the social events of the
last year you can recall. Briefly the
Social Committee was responsible
for the following: six all-college
dances; five frolics; the Interfra
ternity Sing: and helped with the
Lawrence Follies and the Senior
Ball.
Take New Step«
In carrying out some of these
plans, several new steps were tak
en. The Social Committee accom
pi ¡shed the following things:
1. Tried to get the true student
Opinion by organizing the sorority,
fraternity and dormitory social
Chairmen into an Advisory Board,
end by convocation elections.
2. Organized and correlated all
Lawrence social functions uccording
to the accelerated war demands.
3. Reported to the Lawrentian the
Activities of the committee at the
end of the semester.
4. Brought back the Interfraternfty Sing, and organized a Fraternity
Weekend.
5. Furnished the orchestra for the
Follies, and helped in the staging.
6 . Cooperated as much as possible
With the decoration and orchestra
Heeds of the sororities and fraterni
ties.
7. Paid $450 of the running ex
penses of the Union for this year.
Thanks again for the cooperation
Ond enthusiasm w e . asked from
ou. and we hope it has been an enoyable social season for you.
Gerry Grady.
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♦ENGLISH TRANSLATION
O ar NY Mm an aimply means that for a
really good drink a t any sports contest,
hie pal should have had soma o f the
Pepsi-Cola everybody was enjoying at
the boxing bouts. In other words, chum,
Pepsi-Cola goes great any time.

1

tion of the L. Dex Wolfe arranged to
have the L ’s made,, painted and
printed as well as putting them up
and taking them down. The signs
are now stored in Smith house and
can be used next year by merely
«hanging the date.
Jeanne Foote was a very valuable
assistant In w riting and m aking posOible a folder to the alums announc*

Education Committee
The Education Committee of the
student body took charge of the
recent forum series on various f escnt day problems. It has
been
superceded recently by the newly
appointed committee to deal with
student-administration problems.
Dick Calkin 9
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W HAT D O YO U SA Y ?
Send us some o f your hot
slang. I f we use it you’ll
be ten bucks richer. I f we
don’t, we’ll shoot you a
rejection slip to' add to
your collection. M ail your
slang to College Dept.,
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long
Island City, N. Y.

Pepsi-Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, N. Y. Bottled locally by Authorized Bottlers.
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